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The art in question can, perhaps, best be defined as the
building up of significant patterns from the ever-
changing relations, rhythms and proportions of

abstract forms, each one of which, having its own
causality, is tantamount to a law unto itself. As such, it

presents some analogy to mathematics…" 
– Max Bill (1949)

explored the link between space and time.
Building on his teacher Hermann
Minkowski’s geometric interpretation of
relativity, Einstein united the three spatial
dimensions and the fourth dimension of
time and introduced the idea of the space-
time continuum. 

Such a continuum was expressed by Bill
and by Vantongerloo in a variety of
materials, as they explored the possibi-
lities of topological form and ideas of
continuity and infinity in their work
hauserwirth.com.

Above left: Max Bill, konstruktion aus einem kreisring (Construction from a Ring), 1942, white marble, 39.2 x 39.9 x
39.9 cm. Right: Max Bill, drei linien (Three Lines), 1944-1946, oil on canvas, 110 x 105 cm, all images © 2021
ProLitteris, Zurich Collection of Angela Thomas, Zumikon. Courtesy the max bill georges vantongerloo foundation
and Hauser & Wirth. Photos above by Jon Etter.

Hauser & Wirth’s new space on Zurich’s
high street, Bahnhofstrasse 1 presents
‘space-time continuity’ exhibition that
examines the dialogue between Max Bill,
artist, designer, theorist, writer, curator
and pedagogue, and a group of his
contemporaries who explored similar
territory to his own art and ideas. 

Many of the works on display are from
Bill’s private collection, showing how he
was at the very centre of the conversation
to develop a radical new art.
The artists featured in this exhibition
alongside Max Bill include Josef Albers,
Hans Arp, László Moholy-Nagy, Kurt
Schwitters, Fritz Glarner and Sophie
Taeuber-Arp amongst others.

Max Bill’s contribution stems from the way
we define and describe the art on view:
the precise manner he approached the use
of terms such as abstract, concrete,
construction, non-objective; and the
relationship between art, geometry, and
mathematics. 

At the centre of the exhibition is an
extraordinary, white marble sculpture by
Bill, titled ‘konstruktion aus einem
kreisring’ (Construction from a Ring)
(1942), which is shown alongside two- 

and three-dimensional works spanning
from the 1940s to the 1970s. The exhibition
offers a way to understand Bill’s own
consistent journey as an artist in the
context of an ongoing aesthetic
conversation and exploration of form.

 
Art and the Continuum

The title ‘space-time continuity’ refers to
Bill’s as well as Vantongerloo’s enga-
gement with mathematics, logic and
physics, and with the crucial impact of
Albert Einstein on their work, in particular
Einstein’s Theory of Relativity (1915), which 

Top right: Max Bill, acht flächen gleicher grösse (Eight
Fields of Equal Surface), 1970-1971, oil on canvas, 120 x
120 cm, image: Georges Vantongerloo. ©2021 ProLitteris.

The 2022 art guide
Hauser & Wirth's forthcoming 

art programme, launches with 
Ed Clark Without a Doubt

from 19 January – 20 April 2022

 including two exhibitions at
Hauser & Wirth Zurich, Limmatstrasse
20 January – 12 March 2022: A painter...
of sorts, Allan Kaprow. Selected Works
1953 – 1975 & Chromophilia curated by
Tanya Barson, with artists including 
Phyllida Barlow, David Batchelor, Larry
Bell, Louise Bourgeois, Frank Bowling,
Geta Brătescu, Alexander Calder, Mary
Heilmann, Jenny Holzer, Günther Förg,
Jason Rhoades, Pipilotti, Elisabeth Wild...

Until the 20th century, colour in Western,
art was chiefly subordinated to line and
form. Its emancipation in modern art
came with the advent of movements such
as impressionism, pointillism, fauvism, or
the aptly named Blue Rider. 

The role of colour changed radically with
the work of pioneering artists from Hilma
af Klint to Hélio Oiticica, and with Yves
Klein, whose work ‘Total Speed (Crazed
Blue)’ 1958 will be presented

A painter... of sorts
Allan Kaprow, one of the most influential
artists of the 20th Century, who embarked
upon a career of intellectually rigorous,
site-specific, and timed works that defied
commoditization and ultimately gave birth
to performance and installation art;
‘Happenings’ and ‘Environments’.Above: Ed Clark. Without a Doubt,Hauser & Wirth

London. This exhibition is the artist’s first ever solo
presentation in the UK and follows his inclusion in the
landmark touring exhibition ‘Soul of a Nation: Art in the
Age of Black Power 1963 – 1983.’ 
Courtesy Hauser & Wirth.
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